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ABSTRACT: Although there are hundreds of search engines no single search engine can satisfy all web users and can be considered broadly acceptable that sufficiently comprehensive in its coverage of the web moreover they consist the “spam pages” when a web page gets an undeservedly high rank. Therefore, a robust technique for Meta Search Engine is required that can effectively combat “spam pages”, a serious problem in Web searches. When some top ranked WebPages are extracted from different Search Engines, they differ each other, and the problem become more difficult to aggregate them. In this article a multi objective genetic algorithm based rank aggregation method has been proposed where some partial rankings are integrated in an unbiased way. The total distance from the reference ranking to the input rankings is minimized as the first objective. For distance calculation the scaled footrule distance is used. The standard deviation between those distances is minimized as the second objective in order to avoid biasness toward a particular input ranking. The proposed method has been applied on some most-useable Search Engines. Thereafter, the resultant ranking is compared with the other rank aggregation methods to check how much it is applicable to reduce the spam pages.
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INTRODUCTION

While today there are hundreds of general purpose search engines as well as special purpose search engines. But the fact that so many choices cannot satisfy all web users yet and hence can be considered broadly acceptable that sufficiently inclusive in its coverage of the web. The very first question arises for the spam pages [16] when a web page gets an undeservedly high rank. Sometimes it is seen that some webpages are not workable but occupy a good rank in some search engines [3] [6]. Same webpages can be noticed to occupy more than 3 spaces in the first 50 ranks. Thus our first motivation is to find robust techniques for meta-search to provide users a certain degree of robustness of search to clarify various shortcomings and biases.

Secondly users must have the protection against the biases of individual Search engines [1] because the world is governed by commercial interests. The first reason is more challenging in doing meta-search as all the search engines will be capable of ranking the entire collection of pages on the Web, which is growing day to day. Secondly, Search Engines routinely limit access to about the first few hundreds of pages in their rank-ordering to ensure the confidentiality of their ranking algorithm and the efficiency. The issue of efficiency is also a serious bottleneck in performing rank aggregation for multi-criteria selection and word association queries [16].

All the WebPages cannot be covered by individual Search Engine at the same time. To compensate the shortage of these ranking schemes, all the rankings [7], [8], [9], [10] must be aggregated. Previously, different others rank aggregation methods like robust rank aggregation [11], voting rank aggregation [5], MCT [12], MC4 [12], [13], Borda [4], [13] etc have been studied. In case of full list, where all the rank lists contain all the WebPages, the task of aggregation is relatively easier. But, integrating partial lists which contain unequal number of WebPages is really a challenging issue. In this article, a multi-objective genetic algorithm [14], [15] based rank aggregation method for partial lists of ranks is proposed. Since this time, only minimum distance from the input rankings is considered in case of rank aggregation method. But our motivation is to remove the biasing property, hence consider also the standard deviation between the input rankings. Instead of single objective optimization which yields a single best solution, a multi-objective optimization
[16] produces a set of solutions that contains a number of Pareto-optimal solutions. Moreover multi-objective optimization problem has been modelled by GA in which fitness comparison takes Pareto dominance into account and non-dominated solutions are stored in an archive to approximate the Pareto front. The first objective is to minimize the total distance of the reference ranking (encoded in a chromosome of GA) from the input rankings. The other objective is to minimize standard deviation between those distances to avoid the biasness to a particular input ranking. For calculating the distances between two rankings Scaled Footrule distance measure [13] has been used. The proposed method has been applied on some most-usable Search Engines. Thereafter, the resultant ranking is compared with the other rank aggregation methods to check how much it is applicable to reduce the spam pages.

II.MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

When multiple goals or objectives are optimized simultaneously then the problem is referred as multi-objective optimization (MOO). MOO may estimate different aspects of solutions which are partially or wholly in conflict. Find the vector $\hat{x} = (x_1^*, x_2^*, ..., x_n^*)^T$ of decision variables which satisfies $m$ inequality constraints:

$$g_i(\hat{x}) \geq 0, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., m$$

P equality constraints

$$h_i(\hat{x}) = 0, \quad i = 1, 2, ..., p$$

And optimizes the vector function

$$\bar{F}(\hat{x}) = [f_1(\hat{x}), f_2(\hat{x}), ..., f_k(\hat{x})]^T$$

Here, $\bar{F}$ denotes the feasible region of the problem (i.e., where the constraints are satisfied). Any solution outside this region is unacceptable though it oversteps one or more constraints. The vector $\hat{x}$ denotes an optimal solution in $\bar{F}$. A Multi-objective searching concept is clearly described in [17]. More than one solution can be obtained in Pareto optimal set as there exist different ‘trade-off’ solutions to the problem. The set of solutions contained by Pareto optimal set are called non-dominated solutions and they create the Pareto front. Specifically MOO is a process of generating the whole Pareto front or an approximation to it.

III.CALCULATING THE DISTANCE

Generally, all ranking schemes are aggregated to make a consensus among them [2]. Aggregating a partial list of ranks having unequal numbers of features, i.e. where all the features are not present, is more challenging than full list. Induced Footrule Distance and Scaled Footrule Distance [13], [18] are mostly used in case of partial lists. Here we have used Scaled Footrule Distance (SFD). If $\sigma$ is a full list and $\tau_i$ is partial list then the distance $SFD(\sigma, \tau_1, \tau_2, ..., \tau_k)$ can be calculated as in Eq. 4. For normalizing the distance we just divide the SFD by $|\sigma|^2$.

$$SFD(\sigma, \tau_1, \tau_2, ..., \tau_k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} |\sigma_i| - |\tau_i|}{|\sigma|^2}$$

IVGENERATING INPUT RANKINGS

Input rankings are generated by different Search Engines such as google(GG), yahoo(YH), hotbot(HB), bing(BG), lycos(LY) and some specific word like ‘cheese’, ‘gardening’, ‘ship’, ‘education’ etc. have been searched against them. Then the first 50 URL are collected against each word in respect of each Search Engine. This list of ranks is considered as the input file for aggregation. For each search, the WebPage differs, as same WebPage cannot be present in first 50 ranks of different Search Engines. Now the goal is to get the first 50 WebPages after aggregating all input lists. Same WebPages occupy more than 3 spaces in the first 50 ranks. First, the unique WebPages are extracted from the input lists and converted into full list. Here, an example of converting two partial lists to two full lists is shown in Figure 1. Two partial lists Partial list-1 and list-2 are generated with different ranking schemes and it can be seen that different WebPages are present in these two lists. Then, a unique collection of WebPages from these two lists are taken and the total number of unique WebPages is 14. Now, each list is converted into full list by giving all the unique WebPages a rank. If a WebPage is already present in existing partial list, then that WebPage is rank according to that ranking scheme. Such as, W1 is already present in list-1 as rank 7, therefore, in full list-1, the rank of W1 is 7. If WebPages which are not present in existing partial list, then that WebPages are ranked same and other than existing rankings. Such as, W5 is not present in list-1, so, in full list-1, W5 is ranked 15. Thus, two partial lists are transformed into two full lists and used as input data file for aggregation.
V. MULTI-OBJECTIVE GENETIC ALGORITHM (MO-GA) BASED RANK AGGREGATION

MO-GA is a procedure of multiple criteria optimal decision making in the presence of trade-offs between different conflicting objectives. Sometimes, a single solution is not enough to optimize each objective functions simultaneously, rather, a set of non-dominated solution i.e. pareto optimal front must be generated. Here two fitness functions are used to get an unbiased aggregated ranking. In each generation, total distance from reference ranking to input rankings along with the standard deviation between them are minimized.

1. CODING SCHEME & POPULATION INITIALIZATION

A population in genetic algorithm consists of P chromosome and each chromosome represents a reference ranking. If there are N unique WebPages in input ranking, then the size of a chromosome is N. As ranks must be integer, so integer encoded chromosome are used. Figure 2 illustrates the encoding scheme for the above input rankings described in section IV. As in the example 14 unique WebPages are present, so the length of the chromosome is 14. Firstly, randomly generated integer numbers encodes a chromosome, and gradually it improves with respect to fitness in each iteration.

Fig. 2 Encoding Scheme

2. FITNESS CALCULATION

Accuracy depends on unbiased selection. That can be assured by considering the standard deviation among the distances. Two fitness functions have been considered here for multi objective optimization. Along with minimizing the total distance, standard deviation has also been minimized. Scaled Footrule distance measure has been chosen here for distance calculation. First, the distances from the reference ranking to the input rankings have been calculated using Eq. 4 and then mean distance is computed in Eq. 5. Here N is number of input rankings and R is the reference ranking. SFD is the Scaled Footrule Distance between two rankings. Secondly, the Standard Deviation between these distances has been calculated in Eq. 6.

\[ Dist = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( R \cdot Input - rank - order(i) \right) \]

\[ SD = \text{std}(SFD_1, SFD_2, ..., SFD_N) \]
3. SELECTION, CROSSOVER & MUTATION

Binary tournament selection [17] is chosen for selection procedure. Figure 3 describes an example of single-point crossover where cross point is 3. Firstly, the positions are calculated for each chromosome, as they represent the rank orders, but the crossover should be done against the WebPages. Secondly, from random selection, if a number is greater than the crossover probability, can be chosen for cross point. From parent1 sequence, the first fragment i.e. before the crossover point is directly copied to child1 i.e., [W2,W4,W1]. Then the set difference from parent1 [W2,W4,W1,W5,W3,W6] and first fragment of child1 [W2,W4,W1] is calculated as [W5,W3,W6] and let this set is denoted as S. Then the order of the set S are checked against in parent2 [W3,W1,W6,W4,W2,W5] for order. Now the set S in this order [W3,W6,W5] is put into the next part i.e. after crossover point of the child1. For the child2 this steps are repeated in vice versa. For the mutation, 2 random numbers are selected and swapping has been done between the values of those indices (Fig. 4). Crossover probability, Mutation Probability is chosen as 0.9 and 0.1 respectively here.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Here first 50 ranked pages are collected from google(GG), yahoo(YH), hotbot(HB), bing(BG), lycos(LY) against some specific word search like ‘cheese’, ‘gardening’, ‘education’. An appropriate rank is employed to them and converted into full list. The proposed method is compared with that of Voting (V), Robust ranking (R), Borda method (B) and two Markov Chain based approach MCT, MC4. They are compared to check how they reduce the spam pages in Search Engines.

For each of these queries, we give more attention at the (top) pages that we consider spam. The definition of “spam” does not mean malicious! --- these pages just obtained an unjustifiably high rank from other Search Engines. Sometimes it is seen that some WebPages are not workable but occupy a good rank in some Search Engines. Also, same WebPages occupy more than 3 spaces in the first 50 ranks. As a result, some well-known WebPages get very poor rank in some Search Engines whereas the same get very high rank in other Search Engines. If a WebPage is present less than the half of the total Search Engines, they are called ‘spam pages’. It is easy to find URLs that spammed a single Search Engine. When the Search Engines were not highly overlapped, the most challenging objective is to find those URLs that spammed at least two Search Engines. Table I presents our examples: the entries are the rank within individual Search Engines’ lists. From the table, it is clear that the pages ranked only one or two Search Engines out of 5, gets very poor rank in MOGA, considering them not to be spammed. But, the pages that are well ranked in at least 3 out of 5 Search Engines get average ranking in MOGA, better than the other existing method. Hence it is reducing spam.
In this article, rank aggregation method using multi-objective genetic algorithm has been projected to aggregate some partial rank lists of WebPages. The first intention is to minimize the total distance from the reference ranking to the input rankings and for distance calculation; the Scaled Footrule Distance is used. The second objective is to minimize the standard deviation between those distances to avoid biasness towards any particular input ranking. The proposed method has been applied on some most-useable Search Engines. Thereafter, the resultant ranking is compared with the other rank aggregation methods to check how much it is applicable to reduce the spam pages. Undoubtedly, the projected method performs well all over the Search Engines for reducing spam. We would like to extend our work in word association queries in web application in future.
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